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STYUKA WEATHERS STORM

.college.

4

renamed
BY KARA BENKEN

MANAGING ED1TOR

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PETE HOLTERMANN

While the crowd looks on, junior Andrew Peters, donning a cow outfit, pays to throw a pie at senior Roderick Hinton during
Saturday's STYUKA charity festival. The festival raised over $1,000 for Ashland Child Development Center. SEERAINING PAGE 12.

'TUiiion iftcreaSeS, s:s p~rceni
Faculty salaries, facility maintenance cited as cause
BY

Eruc NEWCOMER
NEWS WRITER

·Tuition will increase by 5 .5
percent for the 1998-99 school
year to $14,4QO-a $750 increase
over this year;
The increase will help finance higher employees' salaries,
provide additional funds for scholarship iwa:rds, counteract the effects .o:(inflation and fund improvements to the university' sinfrastructure.
In a letter written· to students and their parents, Xavier
PresidentRev.JamesRHoff,S.J.,
defended the new budget citing
Xavier's need to "meet the demands of today's rapidly changing andtechnologically sophisticated society" as the basis for the
increase.
He further .stated· that the
new computer facility in the University Center and "importantupto-date scientific equipment" are
amenities which require subsidy.
"Because we are a very dynamic place ... we have to keep
up-to-date on these things ... and
improvement is linked to costs,"
. said Dr. James Bundschuh, vice
president for academic affairs,
The university did institute
a $60 a semester technology fee
this year that has helped finance
new computers for the computer
labs.

steadily each year, according to
Hirte. Also;· the roofs must be
repaired on many of the dorms.
Because Xavier is a private
institution, it receives no state
funding.
According to Bundschuh,
pricing is very significant to all of
those on the Board of Trustees
who WO!k to keep Xavier's edu·
cation affordable to students.
The bottom line is the
school's cost structure must be
covered, and tuition must be increased in order to ensure quality
academic programming.
Some parents and students
question the size and necessity of
the tuition increase.
Bill Jackson, a resident of
Indianapolis and fatherof a Xavier
freshman, was angered when he
heard he would be required to pay
SOURCE: CPI, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
GRAPHIC BY CHAD ENGELLAND
more money to fund his son's
According ·to· Dr. Richard BostonCollegenearthetopofthe. education.
·
Hirte, vice president for financial list.
Accordihg. to Jackson, the
affairs, "pricing is very signifi- ·
~undschuh cites the necesprice he is currently paying is a
·cant."· Xavier must increase its sity ofincreasing faculty and staff sizable. amount which should
. tuition to maintain its competi- salaries ·"to compensate them cover improvements, not to men·tiveness with other colleges.
fairly." Substantial salaries need tion heating, lighting and sewage
"Over the past five years to be offered to faculty members costs. "Show me how much the Xavier has done very well in keep- in order to attract the best possible. price of heating has gone up,"
. ing its costs down relative to insti- professors.
said Jackson.
. tutions we compar~ourselves to,"
According to Hirte, the fac"The tuition increases evsaid Bundschuh.
ulty will receive a4 percent salary ery year, so it's nothing new,"
· This year, 20 outof the 28 increase and all support staff will said freshman Tricia Giessler. "I
Jesuit colleges and universities receive a 3 percent increase.
try not to worry about matters
have higher tuition rates than
· Additionally,· the cost of involving money-that's my parXavier, with Georgetown and heating, lighting and sewage rise ents' job."

Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J.; president of Xavier University, and the Board
of Trustees announced Monday that the·
College of Business Administration will
be named in honor of two founders of
The Western and Southern Life Insur~
ance Company, brothers William J'. Williams and Charles F. Williams. The
Williams College of Business Administration will be officially dedicated Thursday, May 7.
"Naming our business college for
two such outstanding men; men whose
.descendants have continued their tradition of leadership in Cincinnati business, education and charitable circles, is
agreathonorforall ofus at Xavier,'' said
Michael Webb, dean of the college.
The Williams family is making a ·
· $1 million contribution to Xavier's busi~ . \
ness··college, and the Western-Southern
Foundation is joining that gift with a $3
million donation. Xavier is studying the
best ways to utilize these donations, the
most recent of several donations from
the Williams family arid the WesternSouthern Foundation.
Hoff announced in a statement
yesterday that WilliamJ. Williams, chairman of Western and Southern, wanted
to honor his father and uncle, who led
Western and Southern from its founding
. in 1888 until 1952.
"They would be honored to be
remembered in this way. It is a fitting
tribute to their accomplishments," said
Williams. "We want Xavier University
to have one of the top business schools;
one which is well-known and can attract
students from all over the country."
. William J. Williams was a mem- ·
ber of Xavier's Board of Trustees from
1973-81, serving as vice chairman from
1975-76 and chairman from 1977-78.
Both the family and the foundation have
been consistent supporters of the
college's Businessman's Mobilization
Campaign.
·
Last year, the Western-Southern
Foundation gave $500,000 to endow a
nursing scholarship for minority and
disadvantaged students at Xavier.
"Xavier has had a long and close
relationship with the Williams family
and Western and Southern," said Hoff.
"Xavier would be honored in a new way
by having its College of Business Administration named after the two members of the Williams family who were
founders ofWestem and Southern.';
In addition to undergraduate degree programs; the college includes a
center for international business, entrepreneurial center, MBA program and
executive MBA program:
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FINALLY HOME

Al1nual luncheon
On Thursday, May 7 at the MarriottHotel in Springdale, the
Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce branch office will be
having their annual luncheon. Students are invited to attend the
luncheon for $15 (half price). Xavier alumnus Joe Viviano, presidetttand CEO of Hershey Foods Corp., will speak on "A Strategic
Approach to Corporate Philosophy." To register, call 891-8833.

All card hours
Beginning May 2 and running through Aug. 26, the Xavier All
Card Center will be open 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
During these hours identification cards and validation and administrative service cards for copy machines will be administered. For
further information call 745.-3374. ·.

Art exhibit
The art gallery in Cohen Center will display an exhibit of
approximately 430 ceramic forms hand-built by Stephanie Lanter.
The opening reception will be Friday, May 1, from 6-9 p.m. The
exhibit will be on display until May 8.

Presentations
On Tuesday, May 5 senior advertising majors will _be present.ing their creative portfolios. Their works will be on display. from 57 p.m. in room 7 of CBA. Refreshments will be served.

Free coffee

. PHOTO BY BILL TERRY .

The student chapter of Habitat for Humanity joined with the Cincinnati affiliate of Habitat
for Humanity to complete its first house building
·project last Sunday.
They are the first student group in the
Greater Cincinnati area to build a home with a
. local family in need. Junior Kristi Waning .·
welcomes Vicky Stevens_and her family to their

Seniors sanction.
celebration
BY KELLY HIX~ON

NEWS WRITER

Beginning at 6 p.m. on Tuesday; May 5 the Auxiliary Services, Canteen Vending will be supplying free coffee inits vending .• · , . Starting Friday, May 8
through May 14, seniors will have.
machines for 24 hours.
· ··
·
·plenty
to do for their last week at
i
Xavier.
This year, Senior Week is
packed with everything from
karaoke to psychic readings.
· "We took a survey earlier this
Thedepartment~ftheologynamedC. WalkerGollarthe 1998
year to find out what the seniors
Bishop Fenwick Teacher of the Year. Gollar has taught in the
wanted," said Lisa Brown, chair of
theology department since 1993.
·. Senior Board. "We combined that
with what we thought worked well
-COMPILED BY AMY ZYWICKI
last year. Hopefully we'll have a
good response."
Senior Week begins Friday
with a Campus Ministry-sponsored
retreat. Students will stay· overnight in .cabins at the Kirkwood
Camp and Retreat Center. The cost
Friday, April 24, 4:40 p.m.
of the retreat is $10.
A student on the third floor of Husman-witnessed two comSaturday features a Reggae
muter students tampering w_ith bulletin boards and decorations.
concert and pig roast in the Village
Both students will be brought up on interdisciplinary charges.
gazebo.· Afterwards, there will be
karaoke at the Woods starting at
Sunday, April 26, 3:15 a.m. ·
9:30p.m.
Campus police were called to investigate a disturbance in
On Sunday, the Main Dining
Brockman. Upon investigation, it was revealed a male was allegRoom wm serve a Champagne
edly assaulting his girlfriend.
·
Brunch from noon-2 p.m.

Gollar awarded

Police Notes

Police Note of the Week
Saturday, April 25, 1:20 a.m.
.. A park bench was discovered missing from U niversity Drive. The bench was later discovered at a students'
residence in the 1400 block of Dana Ave ..

Police Note of the Year
Sunday, Jan. 25, 2:25 a.m.
A male student exposed himself .in the lobby of
Brockman, chanting "USA, USA." The student will face ·
internal disciplinary charges through Residence Life.
-COMPILED BY AMY ZYWICKI

new hm;ne located at 841 Hutchins Ave. in
Avondale.
Students broke ground on the project on Oct.
17, .1997 through contributions made by Fi_delity
Federal Savings Bank, the Better Way Foundation,
·Xavier's Student GovernmentAssociation (SGA)
as well asa number of small individual donations,

"The champagne brunch is a parttrient will be there with his jazz
timeforseniorstorelivetheirweek- band Mojo Boogie.
_end mornings in the; cafe,'.~ said .... - · Thursday, for the final day
·:M~lly Meinefs, .senior,bqili'ct:fuen1~. :()ffestivlties.is;eni6i:s willliance the
.'ber~
. } ..•. ; ~=
night away'"'ai S~nior Brtli~ The
Beginning at9 p.m: buses will dance will be held at the Regal
start to leave for the·Boat Dance. Hoteldowntownfrom9p.m.-1 a.m.
.·Boarding begins at 10 p;m. and the Black tie is preferred.
·cruise will depart at 10:30 p.m..
TheentireSeniorWeekpackOn Monday, May 11 seniors age costs $85. Selected activities
:-,will be at Stones Lanes on Mont-·· . canbepurchasedindividually. The
gomery Rd. from 1-4 p.m. :~That : , Boat D~~ce .and Senior Ball are
night, seniors are invited to Howl at: both·$25· each~. The trip to Argosy
the. Moon Saloon to listen foAhe · .:casirio iri Rising Sun Indiana is
dueling pianists perform.
$Hf . .
. .
"Wettieli to plan a week to
: Oil Tuesday, May 12, .the,·
annual Senior/Faculty softball game suit all of the different personalities
and cookout will kick off at 11 a.m. of the seniors. So far, we've been
. at Lunken Fields. Transportaticfn ·. receiving positive feedback," said
. will be provided.
Brown.
At 4:30 p.m. buses ·will be
· "There is no better way to end
leaving for the. Argosy Casino, ·the.las~ four years than to hang out
whereallseniors.willenjoyadinrier ani:l party with all of my fellow
buffet.
.
seniors," said senior Erin Clarke.
. Wednesday.May 13,seniors
AccordingtoBethGerdeman,
have a choice of spending the after:-· senior Occupational Therapy manoon canoeing or golfing.
jor, "Seniorweekistheperfecttime
Starting at 9 p.m. at Dana's · to say goodbye to· the school and
psychics will be on hand to predict each other."
students' futures. Xavier's own Dr.
Times listed above are tentaPaul Colella· of the philosophy de~ tive and may change.

·. . •

Xavier ROTC futures
BY ELSA HOLSCHBACH

GUEST WRITER

Each year, Xavier's Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
graduates and commissions outstanding cadets to serve as second
lieutenants in the United States
Army. This year is no exception. ·
The cadets in Xavier's Bat~
· talion attend not only Xavier, but
other schools in the area as well.
Xavier's extension schools include

Thomas More College, the College national level this past fall, each
ofMourit SaintJoseph; Miami Uni- cadet received his or heractive duty
versity and Northern Kentucky slot into a specialized Jlranch of the
University.
·
U.S. Army. Within the next year,
This year Xavier's ROTC Xavier cadets.will each'attend the
program is commissioning cadets Officer Basic Coµrse in:one of nine
·from each of these· schools. All . different branches which include .
fourteen cadets to be commissfoned · air defense artillery, adjutant genon May 15 will be entering the eral, army nurse, armor, aviation,
Army on active duty a:nd will be engineer,fieldartillery,infantryand
attending the Officer Basic Course . the single corps branches.
.within the next year.
After being assessed on the

.
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Voices heard Mash'n in 01ud
BY

V ALERIB PHILLIPS
NEWS WRITER

Any student interested in
making his or her voice heard on
campus may apply· for one of
Xavier's University Committees.
University Committees are
composed of students, faculty, administrators and representatives
from the surrounding community.
. The committees meet on a regular
basis to discuss relevant issues and
find viable solutions to recommend
to Xavier President Rev. James E.
Hoff, S:J., and Xavier's administrati on.
There are 13 committees, and
the number of students appointed to
each one varies.
One student each will be selected for the Facilities Planning
Committee and the University Technology Committee.
Two students will be appointed to each of the following
committec;s: the Admissions Committee, Athletic Advisory Board,
Budget Review Committee, Financial Aid and Scholarship Commit. tee, Library_ Committee, Parking
Committee and the University Committee on Public Honors.
Three . students will be appointed to the Board ofUndergradu.. ate Studies.
The remaining· committees

will consist of four or five students.
The importance of these committees is evidenced by the topics
discussed.
For instance,. the University
Technology Committee will be responsibie forassessing the academic
and administrative technology
needs for the university while also
providing guidance in budget matters .
The University Committee on
Public Honors is responsible for
recommending _individuals; organizations or businesses to be publicly honored by the university for
their ·exemplification of Xavier's
values put forth by itsmission statement.
·Students can pick up applications along with brief descriptions
of all the committees at any RA
desk, the Information Desk; International Student Services or in the
executive offices. of student gov. ernment located in the University
Center. The completed forms must
be returned to the student government offices no later than 5 p.m. on
·. Friday, May 1.
Legislative Vice President
.Liam Randall said, "It's so easy for .
people to complain that they have ·
no voice on campus, but these committees represent the students' concerns and give everyone a chance to
·get involved."

BY JAMIB CURRAN

NEWS WRITER

Last week marked the thirteenth annual Spring Breakaway
involving a variety ofevents ranging from scooter ~aces to whiffle
· ball to arm wrestling.
Interested students were divided into teams consisting of 1520 men and women. -In all, there
were six women's teams and three
men's teams competing.
The teams earned points for
participation and gained additional points based on their placement in each event. T~e points
were then tallied up, leaving a
· winning team in each of the divi. sions.
Spring Meat took first place
in the men's di vision, while Hoosier Springdaddy topped the
women's division. The winners
were presented with T-shirts ·and
later honored on Sunday at the
awards ceremony.
Spring Breakaway is "an
activity th~t serves as an alternate
to drugs and alcohol," said Shawn
Hamill, assistant director of intramural and club sports.
"The Recreational Sports
Department is committed to this .
development for students."

· NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY

Mud Wrestling drew the largest crowd for Spring Breakaway.
The theme forthe event was
"Natural High" and was again
sponsored by the National Intramural-Recreation Sports Association (NIRSA).
.
,
"I just think it's muddy,"
. said freshman Kevin Baldwin, referring to the mud wrestling contest, one of the competition's most
popular events. Mud 'wrestling

drew the largest crowd and was
the final event held on Friday
afternoon.
Junior Karen Kase, another
Spring Breakaway participant,
saw it as a "chance to have fun
and go crazy before finals."
"Next year we're going to
make it even bigger and better,"
said Hamill.

**FUN**FLEXIBLE HOURS**
We are now hiring
for.the 19'98 season:

WJGI.
.· Flash your college ID at bw-3

C"Qstomer Service Reps, Box Office
Clerks, Security, Ushers, Grounds Crew,
Receptionist and Hospitality Staff

on Thursday nights for great food
and drink ~pedals!
.3-9 pm
·
All Domestic Tap· &·Domestic Bottle Beers
·

·

.

$2.(J()
Su

.

. . ~9er.. C'L•
· · Soft OriJk
..

·
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$'Ps
!ft· .·
Pec1a/
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AllDayw;th ' . . .
college ID!
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2692 Madison Road •.Norwood••: Rookwood Pavilion
Call For Carryout • 78l·9464
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·In _order to 'apply, please pick up.
an application at Riverbend or
~end .-a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
Riverbend Music Center
~~95· Kellogg. Ave.
Cincinnati; OH 45230
513-232-6220

.Grad.~te5 gamer

DENT-DEFYING ART

.· . :·.·honors ·

graduating with honors are in this ·
category.
For an associate' s degree, a
· student who has earned a GPA of
3.9-4.0 willgraduate "with highest
honor." Two of Xavier's May
graduates will obtain this title.
·
Those earning a 3.75-3.899
will graduate "with· high honor,"
and those with a 3.5-3.75 will earn
an associate's degree title "with
honor." These honors !il"e inscribed
on the student's diploma and recorded on the "student's permanent
academic record.
Students who have achieved
any of the averages by the May
·commencement will wear ·gold
honor cords.
The 191 students represent
those who have completed the requirements by the fall semester. The
number is subject to .increase fol~
lowing the completion of spring
semester.
· Last year 231 students graduated with honors.
For senior theology major
Adam Darlage the challenge has
been rewarding. "I've found something nieaningful in all ofthe hard
work," said Darlage, who will be
graduating Magna Cum Laude in
May.

BY KELLY HIXSON
NEWS WRITER

On May 16, the XavierlJniversity commencem.ent exercises
will honor 191 students,displaying
outstanding academic achievement;
"It's definitely been a chal7
lenge but it's also given me the
·discipline to succeed.
I think I have had a more well·
rounded education by doing all of
the extra work that it takes," said·
senior biology major Jeff
Smallwood, who will be graduating
Magna Cum Laude in May. ·
A student who has earned a
bachelor's degree while maintaing
a grade point average (GPA) of 3 .94.0 will be considered Summa Cum·
Laude.
The English translation for
this Latin phrase is "with highest
praise." There will be 29 students
graduating with this prestigious title.
AGPAof3.75-3.899 results
in the title Magna Cum Laude, or·
· · "with greatpraise." This year, 63
Xavier students will. acquire this
title upon graduation.
The final category of honors
is Cum Laude, "with· praise," requiring a GPA of3.5-3.749.
The remaining 97 students

PHOTO BY JACKiE GLASER

Last Friday, Denny Dent and his "TwoFisted Art Attack" dazzled a packed University
Center Theater.· Feeding off the energy of the
crowd, Dent gave a frenzied artistic performance
that resulted in paintingg.resembling Beethoven

llfl"'

(pictured above) and Dr. MartinLutherKing, Jr.
In between each work, he spoke on the
importance of individual creativity. and expression, emphasizing that nothing is, impossible. .
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FEATURE-

Students r~turn from Selllester inNicaragua
'

.

.

.

The students took up to 15
credit hours in_ classes including
NEWS FEATURE EDITOR
politics ofCentral America,· theology and_Spanish. Although stuTen Xavier students and mod- den~s had taken Spanish prior to the
ern language professor Dr. Jose. ti:ip, the language was a difficult
Maria Mantero returned from their barrier to cro~s.
"Language was a challenge,"
s_ervice learning semester· in
Managua, Nicaragua, _last Thurs- said junior Natasha Collins, who
day with a new perspective.
had taken three years of Spanish in
_ The chall~nges they faced, high school and two semesters at
services they performed and people Xavier. ~'Having to think and speak·
they met gave them an experience Spanish was totally different from
they say will contin_ue to teach them learning it in the classroom," she
for the rest of their lives.
said.
'.'It's all been so overwhelmLarkin agreed that language
ing, but I know I'll be carrying this was a problem; but at the same time
experience around with me for the the demands· of the situation imrest of my life," said sophomore proved her Spanish. "My Spanish
Mary Larkin.
speaking ability doubled," she said.
For threemonths, each memPartofthepurposeoftheprober of the group lived with a host . gram is to imme!se students in a
family and worked at a serviee pro- new culture. A big part of that is
gram nearby. Some students taught applying what they learned in the
childrens' computer classes and classroom to real life.
worked with nutrition programs for
"For students, first and forepoor, malnourished children in the most, it was about learning the language and culture firsthan~ instead
barrio (neighborhood): ", .
BY LORAINE CROUCH

.

.

.

of through a__textbook,". -Mantero
said.
The heat was
another challenge·
for the studeQts.and
Mantero. Living in
a place located approximately 12 degrees above . the
equator makes the
av,erage temperature
between 95 and 100
degrees every day.
At night. it could
drop as low as 85,
and it only ·rained
two days of the
three-month trip.
Dehydration prob_lems and heat stroke
for Mantero and
many of his students ·
also made the cli- ·
mate problematic.
SEE NICARAGUA
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PHOTO COURTESY OF NATASHA COLLINS

Chandra Albright, Mary White, Mary Larkin and Natasha Collins on a volcano tour .
in Nicaragua with some local children.

FEATURE-

Club Stl'ivesfOI'. JnCiusion in Xavier .community
said Becca ~Collins,. executive diShawn Bnitt, a tie from ChiThroughouttheyear, the club We are exposing their humanity,
cago; also came to Xavier because participates in monthly events which not just their disability," said
rector of Natural Ties.
NEWS W~'J?~ . . .
Xav.ier.members ofJhe club . -· he grew ,up with Dari a.nd _ Kevin provide ties arid members with the Collins.
"It begins with one," is the make the commitment to actively · Carpenter.
opportunity 'to interact in a large
At STYUKA, ties and their
th~me of Natural Ties. .
, particip~t~ with theif" tie w~ekl{~. -~ .
"I enjoy meeting new people,'';: gr<;>Up environment.
. ffil9,ilies were invi~ed to.the festivi\~! The program began at Xavier· :::· ·r-t~rs ip_ore thlJJl a scJ,loql"or_ga.:.;J said Brutt of his involvement witl).l 1 • _' AffiopgcJh~ many highlights '\ties.J.Jn f!J,Ct, tlle~r~ apie_~throwing
in:1994 with only three freshmen,:---.~nizatio\!;
a ftlbndsflip;~· s'aid." Natural Ties. "I had a hard tim~~: this year'werela\velcome picnic fo. -:.b'ooth despitetne rain>
but today Natural Ties is the largest·- 'Kevin Carpenter a't thefr meeting growing up because of my disabil.;,: the fall, ~he ·SprinR Dance .and
.· The :tontinual . success of
organization on.campus_.,
-: last Wednesday:
. ..
;- .:~··it)'.. It'sfarrdforpt?opl~toacceptme STYUKA.
Xavier Natura1 Ties was rewarded
~he meeJing was special be.:: for.who !tam.~· he;:said.: . -~ .
: : . This year'. was the first tit~e . when the.club received The South-.
. '.. As: the originai three,
Carpent.e{, Lisa: IIilroer and· Eriti :.-causenationatfounder PatHughes::.~-... -~· ·.. ,'.'.MY ey~_s -.~ere 9pehed to ~r Natural Ties attended a school- western ·Ohio--: Rehabilitati_on
- Toghill, prepare to,.gra~hm_te,_ they ·_·and members froin the national or- whole new world," said executive: ·dance, and members ·saYit shows Association's award for "Rehabili. leave behind the founClation of nor · ganizatiori in.¢b.!P!,lgo ·a~tended. · · ' · ·administrator' Jennifer White con~.;. the progress the program is making tation Organiiatiori ·of the Year."
onfy an organization, but also bonds
.;· Si~otner :universities 'in the. _ cernirig herrelationship with her tie· toward incfosiori. ' ·
"Natural Ties· is about true
of friendship.
.U ~{t~4· States"-iiave Natural Ties ~·cara. "I witnessed the looks people
"It ryally s~ows a lot about and heartfelt devotion to the cause,"
Xavier's character when they wel- said freshman Mike Evans.
, . Natural Ties is ·an orgailiza~ .· chapters,- and twice a year tne _na~ · 'gave ¢.ara."
tion that involves Xavier students tional organization visits each one. ·;;" ·- . Natural Ties attempts to build: come people who are usually
"It made· me learn instead of
building friendships with disabled The visit gives the national office a__ the bridgeofunderstanding by con.,: shunned or face discrimination in -pitying people, to realize they are
peers (ties) in the Cincinnati area.
chance to observe the progress of necting people and teaching them society," she said. ".!think society gifted in other ways through their
to accept differences.
. . tries to put them in_ a back closet. disability~','
"Inclusion is our mission," t~e pr9grain and to offer support.
BY APRIL MEYERS

ifs;

Dan

Pregnancy,
Problem Center,
· •East, Inc.· ·

"'

Free nreunancv tests
24 hour helpline

321-3100

COLLEGE GRAD M/F

IT'S TIME TO RETIRE.
YOUR COLLEGE LOAM •
.Tired of coping with
payments? The Army can
put your college loan to rest
in just 3 years~
Ifyou have a loan that's
not in default, we'll PC!Y off.1/3 or
$1,500, whichever is greater for each
· year of service. Total repayment of up
to $65,000.And we11notonlyretire
your loan, we'll give you other benefits
to last a lifetime. Askyour Army
Recruiter. Call:
·

731-4400,'

ARMY. BE ALL·Y()U CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

3915 Montgomery Rd.

396-7400

ANY PIZZA
CHOOSE· YOUR TOPPINGS

$8.99
Good for finals week only
*No double toppings please*

'

'

.
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WORLD briefs

>- By Sarah Kelley

Compiled from wire reports

·

• Clinton battles with
the tobacco industry

Clinton's views toward the tobacco
industry, criticized House Speaker
Newt Gingrich for siding with tobacco companies and disregarding proposals to restrict advertisements and discourage teen smoking.
-Gingrich responded to. these
accusations by saying he wants to
devise a more narrow tobacco bill
aimed at reducing teen smoking
and other drug use rather than a
comprehensive measure including
expanding federal regulatory powers on tobacco. Another concern
he addresses is the thousands of
tobacco farmers who will be out of
work if Clinton's proposal passes.

With Democratic congressional leaders by his side, President Bill Clinton spoke out once
again against teen smoking last
Tuesday. Blaming the tobacco
industry forissuing advertisements
aimed at attracting children,
Clinton urged Congress to follow
·his lead on tobacco legislation and
education.
Clinton is asking Congress
to act soon to pass bills reducing
. teen smoking, as part of a comprehensive tobacco settlement already
underway.
If passed, one of the effects 1111 Line-item veto gives
the bill will produce is an increase·
· in t~e price of cigarettes to $5 per Pres. too much power
pack Tougher restrictions on ciga. The Supreme Court is conrette advertisements will also be sidering whether Congress gave
implemented. Cliriton feels this away too much ofits own power to
would be a major step toward re- presidents when it allowed the lineducing teen smoking.
item veto process to pass in 1996.
The president was especially This. procedure allo.ws ·presidents
critical of the "Joe Camel" charac- to cut individual items from budter used in· advertisements, which get bills while saving other provihe said was designed to "hook our sions of a law.
children early to the deadly habit
Clinton endorsed the idea
of the 1994 Republican "Contract
of smoking."
Senate Minority Leader with America" and aided in its
Tom Daschle, who shares passing in Congress. Critics of the

line-item veto, however, say the be prevented in the future.
In the ·sniall town of
law gives legislative powers to the
president that, according to the Edinboro, Pa., Wurst opened fire
Constitution, rightfully belong to at an eighth-grade dance late Friday, killing a teacher and woundCongress.
Sen. Daniel Patrick . ing another teacher and two stuMoyni)lan and other members of dents. Prior to the shooting, Wurst
Congress immediately challenged told classmates he wanted to kill
· the law as unconstitutional, but the people and commit suicide. It was
Supreme Court ruled last year that also reported by several classmates
members of Congress were not that Wurst had become obsessive
specifically harmed by the Jaw, · about girls and said he was unand therefore had no right.to sue. happy at home.
This shooting followed simk
The-law is being challenged
again by two groups who claim lar school shootings that have octhey were harmed by Clinton's curred in Jonesboro, Ark.,
PaCiucah, Ky., and Pearl, Miss.,
line-item vetoes.
New York City and a group earlier this year. As a result of all
of health-care organizations claim four shootings; 11 people were
they were harmed by a 1997 veto killed and 25 were wounded.
cancelling a provision which
At a Sunday news conferwould have given New York pref- ·ence, Edinboro police refused to
erential treatment in Medicaid re- discuss Wurst's motive. They ~aid
imbursements. A ruling on this they were still investigating classcase is expected from the Supreme mates' reports that he had talked
(2ourt before the com:t' s term ends of killing and suicide.
this summer.
Wurst has been charged as
an adult with criminal homicide,
aggravated assault,' reckless en• Student follows·
dangerment and gun and drug
through on threat
charges .. A preliminary hearing is
As in similar cases earlier scheduled for Friday.
this year, 14-year-old Andrew
Wurst, who is accused of fatally • Safety of Animal
shooting a teacher, had talked about
Kingdom questioned .
killing' people prior to' the incident
Walt Disney officially
last Friday. Experts are saying
such warnings cannot be ignored opened its Animal Kingdom theme
if these occurrences are going to park in Central Florida ·last

Wednesday despite controversy
concer.ning the deaths of more than
a.dozen animals.
Animal rights activists are
claimingDisney is to blame for the
deaths of these animals.
. Th~y are also con~erned that'
more deaths may occur within the
theme park if immediate action is
not take~ to ensure the safety and
well-being of the animals.
The Humane Society, a wellknown animal protection group, is
expressing concerns about the habitat in which the animals are being
held.
Richard Farinato of the Humane Society acknowledges there
is a problem regarding the safety of
the animals and said Disney needs
to remedy the situation if the park
is to remain in operation. ·
Members of the more radical
group, the Animal Rights
Foundaton of Florida, proteste~ at
the entrance of the Disney park on ·
its opening day.
Another group, known as
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, is calling for a Disney
boycott.
Disney has received support,
however, from the Wildlife Conservation Society and the .American Zoo and Aquarium AssoCiation.
With the support of these
organizations, Disney plans for its
Animal Kingdom to remain open.

Attention All Seniors!!! !L!
.Celebrate '98
Purchase and or pick up your Senior Week Packages
during exam week! .
Mondaythru Thursday 9am-4pm@·Theatre Box()ffice
(acr()SS from the Grill)
Packages are $85
Join us for a week full of food and fun!!
Tuxedos can be rented from Russell's for $74.95 or-$5.9.95, any location!

" £-.. .
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Greater ~lnclnnatl Chamber of Commerce
'.

1998 BRANCH' OFFICE
ANNUAL BUSINESS
LUNCHEON
.
'

A Strategic Approach to Corporate Philanthropy
Featuring

-.

-

Joseph P. Viviano, .
xavier Class of '59
-President & CEO
Hershey Foods Corp.

Call 891 ·8833 for reservations. -Reservation
deadline Tuesday, May 5. Reservations may be held atthe
- door. Reservations not cancelled by May 5 will be billed.
r---------------------------~-----,

: $10.00 OFF FIRST MONTH'S:
:
RENT WITH THIS AD
:
~_--.
~- .

:
I

-

I

STORE YOUR VALUABLES
AT WILDCAT ANO USE
THIS TRUCK FREE AT MOVE-IN

~

[I
WllDCAT

SELF STORAGE
CORPORATION

4900 Franklin Ave., Norwood, Ohio 45212

731 ..1·171

L---------------------------------~

For advertising information, please .:
.
_ call 745-3561.
·

" ,, · c)/1.io ·s ;))~st

!Jnrift 5t.o re

VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET
OH 45231

• Nike • Champion
• 1'<Jn-:irny Hi.1fig.er • Levi • Guess

.... '~>;" : .
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COPYRIGHT 1998

CIRCULATION 3,500

TALK-

How will you pay for the
$750 TUITION INCREASE next year?

OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

-STAFF

EDITO.RIAL-

Spread the wealth

.
I

n January of 1996, the
sary for safety. It is therefore
appropriate that the administrauniversity witnessed the
debut of the shuttle service as tion find an additional $23,000 a
year from the Convo's $44
two shiny white vans began
ferrying students about in the
million budget to fund the entire
cost of the shuttle service.
vicinity of campus.
A joint venture of SGA
Freed from the financial
. and Ca~pus Police, the shuttle
obligation of the shuttle service,
service was conceived as a
what could SGA do with a
response to increasing student
windfall of $23,000? This year,
concerns abciut safety going to
Student Senate could grant only
and from campus.
68.9 percent of a club's estiThe recent announcement
mated financial needs. If the
that the North Lot - - - - - - - - - - e x t r a $23,000
will soon become
were given
It is time, however, · directly
stomping grounds
to clubs,
that the university
that percentage
.for Convocation
Center construcinvest some of those would increase to
tion machinery,
83.3 percent. In
fends for the safety
and consequently
concrete terms, if
and benefit of current Senate decided
will no longer
students and not just that a club had a
accommodate
student cars,
those down the line. need of$1,000;it
means that
- - - - - - - - - - - w o u l d receive
students will have
$833 instead of
$689 - an increase of $144.
to trek much farther to class, the
We all hope and pray for
library and their residences. The
the successful completion of the
increased walking distance is
more than a hassle, it is also a
Convocation Center project. It
will be a great asset for the
safety risk. Because Convo
Center construction looms on
university as it positions itself
the near horizon, the shuttle
for the next millennium. It is
service is no longer a convetime, however, that the univernience, but an absolute necessity sity invest some of those funds
for student safety.
for the safety and benefit of
Pres~ntly, SGA funds half
current students and not just
the annual $46,000 cost for the
those down the line. The
shuttle service. This made sense administration should pick up
when the shuttle was half for
the entire tab for the shuttle
service.
safety and half for convenience.
But now it's absolutely neces-C.A.E.
E-MAIL: XUNEWS@XAVIER.XU.EDU
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"I'd get it from my ·· "If it wasn't for the
Army, I guess I
parents, and
could do without
probably ta~e out
one of my kidneys.
more loans."
-EMILY LIBIS I don't really need
Freshman
my liver either."
-KERRY ARTIST

"If I was going to
"I don't know. I'll
be here next year,
·probably have to
I'd rob a convesell myself on the
nience store."
streets."
-CAYTIE GISH
-MICAH JAVIER
Senior

Freshman

"I'm a ROTC
student, so it's the
Department of·
Defense's problem."
-JASON BLINDAUER
Freshman

Junior

-LETTERS-

Scholarship students get raw housing deal
Imagine four homeless men,
camped out in refrigerator boxes in
front of the UniversityCenter. Imagine these guys as about your age ;..
they might even be sophomores!
These guys might be my three roommates and myself if our· housing
situation isn't straightened out.
Ah, how I remember the excitement of the housing lottery. I
reached in the bucket, and, quivering with anticipation, looked at the
number on the stub. "373." Great.
I hoped my roommates might pull a
lower number.
The situation steadily disintegrated as each of us drew numbers
ranging from the mid--three hundreds to the six .hundreds. Then it
struck us that there was still hope:
we were all honors students on
scholarship! Surely there would be
a space for us in honors housing!
We were turned away from
the honors line after about ten minutes, but maybe there was still hope
for making it into Kuhlman. This
hope also bit the dust as we watched
all the residence halls fill with people
ahead ofus. At least we were guaranteed housing, even though now
we were on a waiting list.
Next we received a letter in

the mail telling us how the univer-.
sity, working hard to find solutions
to the housing crunch, was going to
buy one or two houses. But, in the
meantime, the letter urged, check
out these off-campus rental oppor~
tunities.
My roommates and I discussed this, ~nd we decided since
the university had guaranteed us
housing, we were going to make
them give it to us. Our next months
were filled with passing hopes and
rumors.
.
First \ve heard we \Vere get-.
ting a house. This was, of course,
too good to be true. What actually
happened was a house was given to
somebody ... and as of yet nobody
on the waiting list has beeri removed.
Finally, we all banded together and
went to brave the Office of Residence Life.
At residence life we were finally told the truth of our living
situation for next year, and it wasn't
pretty.
Perhaps we should feel lucky
to get any housing at all, but we just
can't seem to avoid the feeling that,
somehow, we ate getting the shaft.
The situation goes like this:
we were· offered an apartment in the

University Apartments (across from
Buenger). All four ofus would get
stuffed into an apartment designed
for two.
Our one bedroom would measure 9 by 13 feet. After four bunked
beds were placed in this room, it
would be full. Next, Residence Life
offered to fill the "living room"
with four desks, leaving little space.
The university would be kind
enough to supply us with said desks
and bunks ... but nothing else.
And t.his wonderful, claustrophobi~ package was all oui:s for the
low low price of ... gasp ... 7 5 bucJr ,
off regular price for each of us
Meaning .that Residenc· Life
would be charging almost Jouble
the price that would be . aarged if
.the apartment was o•'. Jpied by two
people.
·
But that's not all! Residence
Life even had the audacity to tell us
that they wouldn't be making any .
money off th~ deal. I think anyone
whh rudimentary knowledge of
math can see through that! So,
Residence Life has succeeded. We
are moving off-campus.
-LUKE SMITH

Freshman

Senior reflects on Xavier experien~es·
Like any school, Xavier has
its share of problems. But despite
these problems, there is a sense of
community, support and respect.
Xavier is not some two-dimensional
institution shown in a prospective
student catalogue where the sun is ·
always shining, the students are constantly la1Jghing and the professors
captivate their students with witty
quotes and meaningful discussions.
If we could get our hands OJ). the
photographer's negatives we wo.uld
see the unpublished pictures of undergraduates tearing their hair out,
professors frustrated with lack of
student interest and participation
and, believe it or not, an occasional
overcast day.
·
This is not to say that every
day is filled with unpleasantness.
On the ·contrary, there are remark-

able images that will stick in my
mind forever, which I am sure is a
sentiment shared by many.
Forinstance,thoughit'snever ·
been offered as a menu choice, who
could forget t.he purple cabbage
growing on the academic mall?
Then there's the top secret
man who strolls through the Musketeer Inn like an alley cat, creeps
through the halls and is occasion~
ally seen going to and from Physical Plant. This mystery man is on
the cutting edge of fashion with his
matching overcoats and fedoras.
Recently, an evening Mass at
Bellarmirie .Chapel nearly turned
chaotic when Rev. MichaelGra~ ·
ham, SJ., doused students with iarge
quantities• of holy. water. Despite .
the threat offlooding, students were
unharmed and, for som~ strange

reason, have been attending five
hour prayer sessions each day.
As Xavier students,· we've
been blessed with memories that
will last a lifetime and really have
no need to be exaggerated like the
tales above. Those graduatjng may
have. different majors, life ambitions and memories, yet we retain a
common bond as Xavier students.
We will take away the people, events
and surroundings that influenced us
from the beginning o( Manresa to
the moment we leave the Crown. It
doesn't matter whether it was a
purple cabbage or a zealous celebrant_;_these are the gems often
C?Verlooked from day to day, but
never forgotten.
-LYNN SHANAHAN

·Senior

. .
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-GUEST

COLUMN-

-LETTERS-

Stop tempting fate

Raised awareness

How an underage drinking lifestyle ended in jail

Date rape march defended

The bar we selected was under a a.m. by my brother, all I could think
sting operation by the local police about was how I was going to tell
GUEST COLUMNIST
to stop the increased use of fake my parents. I returned to my
· As students, we are faced with ID's. I whipped out my Michigan brother's place and laid awake all
tremendous pressures to succeed in ID card and showed it to the door- night on the verge of breaking down.
academics, perform at high levels man.
Tormented by my own betterjudgThe next thing I knew I was ment, · long days and nights lay
in athletics, maintain a social life
and make choices concerning alco- being patted down against a police . ahead.
hol and drug use. Peer pressure at car and then handcuffed by two
I was so upset and scared that
times seems overwhelming in our very large police officers.
I did not want to. tell my parents. I
Their expletives describing concluded it was a good decision to
college environment.
The pressure to drink is espe- · my stupidity flowed freely. I was tell them, though. I kept it together
cially tempting. Freshmen and barraged with many questions I was and called my parents in the mornsophomores in particular have a too scared to answer. I decided then ing.
difficult time because we want to and there that the lies were over. I
The next few months of hirgrow up too soon and hit the bar or was completely honest with the ing a lawyer, waiting for court, contemplating my sentence a~d bouncdrinking scene before the legal
drinking age of 21.
ing back and forth between CincinSo what is an 18, 19 or
nati and northern Ohio was extremely difficult and draining.
20-year-old to do? A college student might respond: "Get a good
· · I lost weight and did not sleep
fake." My story starts there.
much. I was living a nightAs a 20-year-old .v·
mare. Academics and virtually everything important
sophomore, I thought I \t. <• .
to me were mere distractions
was getting older and was >\,:<
close enough to the drink- \,.
for quite a while.
ing age th.at I no longer had to ·
At my sentencworry about the long arm
ing phase, the judge gave
thelaw, Ihadbecomeemboldened
me some very important
. ··advice. She told me to think
in my attitude toward the police and
the law.
.·about my actions and their
. . . ,...consequences. She empha. The advi'ce I was hearing .
about drinking and the law went in
sized that I should think twice about
one ear and out the other. I thought
pivotal matters in my life- deeply
of the police and drinking as a game. I thought as long as my
ponder my decisions at the time and
I was given a fake photo ID grades were good I could
how I would feel about them the
card from a senior. The photo some- get away with my new ·
next day and in my future.
what resembled me; lthoughtit was
I vowed to myselfthatl would
good enough. The ID was free, arid, drinking-centered
not drink until I am 2 L Even then,
though not of high quality, it should lifestyle. I was so
I am going to be very responsible
work in most bars around Cincin- confident with myself and
and cautious if I decide to drink.
nati and definitely at convenient
Drunk driving, injuries and death
marts and drive-through pony kegs. this fake that I would
are all serious results of irresponI was under another illusion walk into just about any
sible alcohol consumptiOn ..
as well, that Cincinnati was not as bar in the city and not
Drunk driving convictions are
stringent onfake ID' s as some larger
rising among college students.
have the slightest worry
cities. I developed a false confiPeople who drive while intoxicated
about being caught.
dence.
·repeatedly fall into a false sense of
I used the ID cautiously over
confidence, denying they will ever
the following two months and ev- police officers and they, in return, get caught or cause an accident. ·
erything worked out fine. My drink- treated me with respect.
Looking back, I now know
ing increased because I was hangI was handcuffed, placed in how fortunate I was to have been
ing out with an older crowd. .
· the squad car and taken to the sta- caught. My life was cycling toward
My grades did not markedly tion at approximately I :20 a.m. .I disaster. The wake-up call was and
suffer and I was having a better time have not forgotten any of the de- is most appreciated.
than usual. I thought as long as my tails; they still vividly ring in my
A voiding reality and the tregrades were good I could get away mind.
mendous risks associated with alwith my new drinking~centered
I was booked on a first degree cohol abuse can ruin your life and
lifestyle. Binge drinking was acom- misdemeanor which carried a maxi- the lives of others.
mon weekend event.
mum fine of six months in jail and
My hope from this article is
I was so confident with. rriy- a $1,000fine.
·
to help inform Xavier students. of
self and this fake that I would walk
While being processed, I was the dangers facing all of us. In this
into just about any. bar in the city questioned for an hour and finger- small way, I have attempted to help
and not have the slightest worry printed like a common criminal. you learn from my painful experiabout being caught.
The next phase involved turning in ence.
My attitude at the time was, all my identification, money and
· This article is especially tar- ·
"What's the worst thing that could credit cards.
geted to those individuals under 21
, happen, they cut it in half or take it ·
l had mug shots taken and who break the law and put themaway?".
was told io surrender my shoe strings selves at risk week after week. Just
In early January I took off for a.nd belt before entering the holding think about the dangers.
a weekend to visit my brother at his · cell. I sat inthe cell for three hours
I know this article will not
university in northern Ohio. A friend.· and did a lot of thinking.
stop the problem, but it will at least
and I were there about four hours
I realized I had jeopardized stand as a warning. I wish I had
when we decided to hit some of the my future, smeared my name and heeded the many warnings I simply
bars with my brother's fraternity horribly disappointed my family, ignoi;ed. It would have saved me a
members.
relatives
and
friends..
disastrous few months.
'··
.
Everyone I was with was 21
I questioned if I would ever
Think of your futures, think
or 22 years old. I was .the only one get the job I wanted because of · of yourself, your friends and famiunderage. I rationalized that since trying tO fake myself into a bar. lies; please do not tempt fate.
all the guys were 21, I should be all This would be a life:changing exright,
.
'
Editor's note,.' Pseudonym used.
· perj~nce. . .
.· .
Plans did not go as expected.
Aftergettingbailedoutat4:05
. to protect identity of authOr.

BY KIPPY Q. GROVER

This letter is in response to address apathy and ignorance
Lucas Smith's column "Date rape about date rape though campus
march misses its mark" in the April. presentations, workshops and
other awareness-building activi22 Newswire.
As a participant of the "Take ties.
Mr. Smith also stated that
Back the Night" march and an ·
officer of WORTH, the group "insteadofmerely shouting at stuwhich sponsored the event, I can dents, the protesterl'> could have
understand Smith's frustration at knocked on doors and spread inbeing interrupted by our chanting formation about date rape in a digandmarching. Butlwanttoclarify nified manner, much like student
senate candidates."
a few things.
Unfortunately, campaigning
We marched through both
men's and women's wings, al- for senate and addressing an act of
though we only marched on a few violence which affects all too many
wings in each dorm.
· of the Xavier population are not
· Second, the only way for one in the same.
Through the march, which
date rape to be addressed on this
campus is to be extremely vocal. is in its third year, the participants
are both reIt is not an ismembering
sue which is
WORTH has also been in the victims of
discussed as
rape and doopenly as it diizlo gue with Campus
mestic vioshould be, and Police for three years
. lence and tryoverall, the
about not only the
ing to increase
amount of inawareness of
formation. and incidence of date rape,
its prevalence.
resources but also its underThe
availabletothe reporting on this campus.
goals
of
Xavier comWORTH and
munity has
other students, faculty and staff by
been fairly inadequate. .
Mr. Smith stated that "such this and other events are not only
an important issue should have to openly address the problem of
been handled in a manner that date rape, its causes and possible
more adequately reflected the ways to decrease the incidence on
gravity of the problem." WORTH this campus; they are also to idenrecently sponsored, for the second tify, clarify and institute policies
year, a conference which ad- and procedures which. aid and supdressed such issues as date rape port victims of date rape as well as
bringing their perpetrators to jusand domestic violence.
These "well-prepared pre- tice.
But without being "militant"
sentations" by Xavier students,
about
the issue of date rape, none
faculty and alumni were open to
all students, faculty and staff. The of these changes can occur.
Mr. Smith, you stated that
event was· well-publicized to encourage dialogue and awareness this march "did not achieve its
within the Xavier community; goals because ofits militant style."
however, attendance by the com- But since you responded, even if
only to criticize the march, you
munity was sparse.
WORTH has also been in have helped to achieve one of its
dialogue with Campus Police for main goals: awareness.
three years about the incidence of
-KENDRA BROWN
date rape. We have also been
Treasurer, WORTH
looking at the under-reporting of
date rape on campus and ways to

Be angry, not apathetic
In regards to Lucas Smith's their message.
date rape article, Mr. Smith says
Mr. Smith claims the marchhe is among the majority of men ers' message was off the mark.
who do not commit or Gondorie Well, imagine the message a strong
date rape.
and vocal. crowd of female and
Yet, he was not willing to male protesters would have sent;
join a group of (women) protest- as a community, we need to tell
ers strong enough to take a stand these rapist pigs that their behavagainst these disturbed rapists on ior, not the behavior of those opour campus. He says he was "an- posed to date rape, is unacceptnoyed" at the march. AN- able.
NOYED?!' That, my friends, is the soHowdo you think the vic- . lution, not wimpy flyers and quiet
tims of these crimes feel? "An- little vigils or the male response of
noyed" cannot even begin to de- . Kuhlman Hall in slamming their
scribe their mixed feelings of pain, doors.
shame, guilt and anger!
The men of sixth floor
What the male residents Kuhlman should be ashamed of
should have done on the night of their apathy.
the march, instead of slamming
· doors out of male "annoyance,"
-BERNADETIE MCINTOSH
was join the group in support of
Junior
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Golf ends season·
The Xavier men's golf team competed in the annual Cobra
Collegiate men's golf championship at Firestone Country Club in
Akron last weekend and finished 18tli.
Xavier competed in a 19-team field including all 10 MidAmerican Conference schools and five Big Ten Conference members. Kent State won the tournament behind the play of the low
shooter Jon Mills, who finished 11-under-par.
Xavier was led by Steve Dixon, ~ho shot a 227, followed by
T.J. Wilson and Jeff Marr who both shot a 233. Also playing for
Xavier were Michael Ries, who shot.a 239, and Matt Servies, who
ended with a 244.
This ended a successful season for the men's golf team, who
won the Atlantic- I 0 last week at the A-10 tournament.
-Richard Schilling

Crew rows inA-l·O's
The Xavier women's crew, a club sport, competed against a
· field of mostly varsity crews in the Atlantic 10 Rowing Championship this past weekend. Despite not having any scholarship rowers,
the Musketeers placed in two races.
The varsity eight-boat scored the team's only points, four,
with an eighth place finish. The novice four-boat finished fifth, but
only the top three boats in that race were awarded.
Massachusetts won six of the nine races to take the A-10
crown.·
-Matt Barber

Lady linksters hole out
The women's golf team finished seventh in the Lady Buckeye
Spring Invitational at Scarlet Golf Course in Columbus this past
weekend.
.
'
The tournament was made up of eight teams and hosted by
Ohio State. The lady Buckeyes won overall with a combined team
· score of 17-over-pal- and .placing the top three finishers in Lisa
Strom, Marisa Wilhelm, and Bethany Overstake, who finished first
at 2-under-par.
Xavierwas led bYPaula Greening, who tied for 13th with a
score of232. Also competing for Xavier were Christy Fout, with a
245; Melissa Beck, 246; Melissa Kenny, 253; Chaley Peele, 268;
and Susan Lane, finishing with 292.
'This concluded the Lady Musketeers' season.
-Richard Schilling

Intramural champs crowned
The 1998 spring season is over for intramurals. Here are the
winners. Congratulations!
Men's .Basketball-Avondale Brothers ·
Women's Basketball-Mooners
Co-Rec Basketball-Beauties & Beast
6-foot and Under Basketball-Gettin' Jiggy with It
Volleyball-Defending Champs
Men's Floor Hockey1 N.W.O.
Women's Floor Hockey-Hee Bee Gee Bee
Men's Softball-Bird's Unit
Co-Rec Softball-UDF
Women's Spring Breakaway-Who's Your Spring Daddy
Men's Spring Breakaway-Spring Meat
-Courtesy of Recreational Sports

On Tap
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •

Wednesday, April 29 •Baseball vs. Ohio University at 3 p;m.
Saturday, May 2
•Baseball doubleheader vs. La Salle at noon
Sunday, May 3
•Baseball vs. La Salle at noon

All home games are in bold.
Home baseball games are held at Hayden Field.

Game of the Week
Baseball vs. OU and La Salle
3 p.111. today, noon on Saturday and Sunday
Game of the Week is Games of the Week this time. The
baseball team is the only Musketeer squad in action for the rest
of the year. Cheer them on as they try to end their season on
a few winning notes.

XU swept. Out of A-10
the bottom of the eighth. Xavier
.. managed one more run in the ninth,
SPORTS EDITOR
but it was not enough as GW closed
To say this past weekend was
out the ~weep wi_th the 4-3 victory.
"We just didn't hit. . Last
disappointing for the men's baseweekeild . we scored 20 ·runs, this
ball team is an understatement: "it
was a disaster," said head coach
weekend ~W:e had guys fa scoring
position and couldn't get them in.
John Morrey ab,out George
Washington's three-game sweep of
The pitching was there, we just
. the Musketeers, which eliminated
didn.'t get the job done," said
Xavier from any chance at
Watson.
postseason play;
"We're extremely disappointed because our dreams have
XU started the weekend one
game· out of second
been ruined," said
Morrey.
place in the Atlantic
Last WedneslOWestDivision. A
day also saw the.
two· or three-win
baseball version of
weekend would have
placed them in the .
the
crosstown
shootout take the
A-10 Tournament,
but the Musketeers
form of a doublefailed to win a single
header at Hayden
Field against Cingame in themostcru- ·
cinnati.
UC
cial three-game seknockedintworuns
ries of the seas.on
against the division L....;....;...;....;;.;;;.:~~;;;,.i.,;;;...;:;.;~;:;.;;,_::.....:.~~...;.;;;;:.2:.:;;,;..:;,::.....:.~.4;.'..;~~::.....:.~...;.;;;;~.:..1 in the first inning of
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKIE GLASER the first game, and
leading Colonials in
Third
baseman
Rodd
Hampson
slides home safely i;i a recent
Xavier answered
the nation's capital.
home
game
against
St.
Bonaventure.
with five of their
On Saturday,
second baseman Zach Swisher led
Adam Belicic went the dis- ownfollowingsomedefensivemis~
off the first game with a double off · tance for George Washington, giv- cues from the Bearcats. The Musof GW starter Ari Zagaris. Two ing up just the one run on three hits keteers withstood a late inning
batters later, left fielder Matt Watson and walking four in the seven~in charge from (:incinnati to win the
brought Swisher in to score with a ning, complete game effort. The 3- game 6~5.
base hit to give Xavier a 1-0 lead.
Watson was two for two with
.1 victory was a school record 31st
XU starter Bill Peters had win of the season for the Colonials. three RBI, a run scored and a walk.
trouble from the beginning in the
Hoping to salvage the third Third baseman Rodd Hampson also
. bottom half of the inning. He lost game of the series on Sunday; Xavier drove in two runs for Xavier.
the lead by .giving up a solo home -sent ace. pitcher Lou Witte to the
The second game saw less
run to the George Washington lead- mound. Witte pitched eight strong offense and better defense as the
. off hitter and then gave up another . innings, allq_wing four runs and Bearcats grabbed a 4-3 win. Fish
·round tripper to GW' s third hitter. seven ·hits while striking out six. and Swisher both homered for
Peters allowed three runs. on three Tom Baginski, the GW starter, Xavierinthelosingeffort,andshorthits and walked a batter without nearly matched Witte' s perfor- . · stop Chris Kirkby had two doubles.
· Xavier has a 3 p.m. contest
recording a single out, and was re- mance though, giving up two runs
onninehitswhilestrikingouttenin .against Ohio University foday at
placed by Jared Cutter.
Hayden Field and closes out the
Cutter surrendered seven seven and two-thirds innirigs.
The Musketeers were down sea5on at home with a three-game
more runs and 11 hits in his six
innings of work to finish the game. 3-0 until the eighth inning when seriesagainstA-lOrivalLaSalleon
Zagaris settled down and pitched they pushed two runs across the Saturday and Sunday. Saturday's
masterfully, allowing only,·. three plate, but a Colonial home run double header begins at noon, as
more hits in the final six innings as pushed the score backup to4-2 in does Sunday's single game.
BY MATT BARBER

the Colonials posted an easy 10-1
win.
In the second game, Xavier
again came out fast as rightfieJder.
Bill Fish drove in ·center fielder
Mike Scuglik, who had reached base
on a walk, to give the Mµsketeers a
1-0 lead. XU startefJeffBarger
pitched well through thefirst three
innings, but ran into trouble in the
fourth when he allowed two runs~·
Barger allowed a third run in the
. fifth before he exited the game.

One on one: Torraye Braggs
to play professional
ball.
One day my
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR
junior college coach
Last Wednesday, Torraye sat me down and he ·
Braggs joined· some of his team- told me that I had
mates for a premier showing of the what it takes to go
movie, "He Got Game." Oneofthe pro. I was a lot more ·
stars of the movie was NBA basket- active in junior colball phenomena, Ray Allen. For. lege because. they
most of the viewers of the movie used ·me more be-.
Allen is a superior athlete, but not to causelwas more of
Braggs. For Braggs, Allen will the focal point. .
soon be an opponent or teammate. There my skills
Due to outstanding perfor- showed alot more.
mances in two major NBA tryout l knew that if I
camps in the past month, Braggs picked the right
had upped his stock to the point that school and got the
he should be chosen in the NBA proper exposure,
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY STEVE SMITH
Torraye Braggs at lastyear's Crosstown
draft this year. Before Braggs finds especially by win- ·
Shootout.
himself with a new team he sat ning a lot of games
down and talk~d with the .News- .then I could give myself a shot So ·Atlantic IbWesternDivisionchainthat is the main reason· why I picked . pionship rings and one A-10 tourwire.
Xavier.
·
· ··
nament championship ring), played
Newswire: ComingfromjunNewswire: Are you. happy in two NCAA tournaments, met a
. ior college only two years ago, did with whatXavierprovidedaridgave lot of great people, and have traveled around the country. Plus I still
.
_ ·
·.....
you ever think you would be in the to you?
place you. are now. Having the
Braggs: Ican'tcomplaintoo gave myself the opportunity to play
chance to play. in theNBA?
mu.ch. I thought we could have .. at the next level and I have a great
.. Braggs: I kn_ew coming.out· gotten better as ateam:a:nd·myse.lf degree~comi.ng from a great school.
.·that if I playedtheway I .could pl~y :, .,P~tterindividJ:I~ll~i~~q~irgs_c;Mn't. Nqt't90.~any p~opie can say that.
. then I would give myself a chance .. fal.1 that way. I gotthree rings (two·
SEETALKfNG bN'PAGE 14
BY MATT MADGES

The first annual Newswire Most
Intriguing Athlete picks have been
..

.

:

decided by the sports staff Here
they are in alphabetical order.
PHOTOS COURTESEY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
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Jim Dallio

Steve Dixon

Amanda Gruber

Karvn Juziuk

When Jim Dallio steps to
the plate, opposing pitchers dread
the day they were born. If Willie
·Mays' glove was the place where,
triples go to.die, then Dallio's bat
is the place where home runs are _
born.
The senior first baseman and
catcher has put more than a few
unlucky baseballs over the outfield wall in his four years at
Xavier. In fact his 40 home runs
are the most ever by a Xavier

player, and Dalli~ still has four first base 103 times in his career,
games to go in his collegiate ca- fifth most in school history. He is
batting .364 this year, near the top
reer.
As well as making the slow of the team in that department.
trot around the bases more than
Dallio is among team leadanyone else in school history, . ers in home runs, RBI and walks
Dallio has driven in his fair share despite missing two weeks with
of runs. His 178 RBI put him an injury earlier this year.
The left-handed Dallio, an
second on the.Xavier career list.
Dallio is not your typical All-A-10 First Team member will
strike out or home run power hit- go down in Xavier history as one
ter; he has patience at the plate as of its most prolific hitters ever.
well. He has taken the free pass to
-Matt Barber

A telltale· sign of a true ful, but was disappointing at the
champion is one who is never sat- same time," he said.
isfied with his accomplishments
Dixon .views the season as a
and is continually striving to bet- success due to. the team's victory
ter himself. Xavier golfer Steve in the Atlantic 10 Tournament
Dixon· ha~ eight"Top 10" perfor- Championship and his capturing
mances over the season including of the A-10 Tournament individual
·five individual tournament victo- medallist honors. However, at the
ries. Yet Dixon was not satisfied, same time, Dixon views the seahe believed both he arid the Xavier son as disappointing because of
team could have played much bet- the inconsistency of both his play
. ,,...
·.·
ter.
. and tlie play of the team .
"This· season was· success"Other than the A-10 Tour-

nament, we never seemed to click,"
said Dixon. "Hopefully next year
we will be more consistent and
play with more confidence."
"We just have to build," said
Dixon. "We have to realize that
we are a pretty good team and just
play to our potential."
Golf may be "a good walk
spoiled" for some, but for Dixon
this season was a triumphant march
to a conference championship.

Senior Amanda Oruber's
career has rewritten the Xavier
women's soccer record book. In
her final campaign, she broke
Xavier records for points and goals
in a season (59 and 24 ), and career
(160 and 67). Amanda also set
XU records with 26 career assists
and 112 shots last fall while being
among the nation~ s leaders i!J. scoring. Her senior season earned her
a trip to Florida for the Umbro
Se.lect College All Star game.

said her sister Anpette.
.
"You can tell she plays with
a lot of heart, She takes pride in ·
wearing a Xavier uniform."
An education major,
Amanda hopes to teach while
coaching soccer-next fall. However, she will play for the semipro team in Columbus this summer, and still hopes to play professionally at some level. in the future.

"She's such a finesse
player," said teammate and roommate Nora Kelley. "What really.
separates her from everybody else
is how quickly she can get a shot
off, and she does it with such
grace."
Amanda has led Xavier in
scoring every season during her
career, making her a target for
defenses in eve;y game. "She
knew when she stepped on the,
field the defense ,was after her,"

Sometimes the most reward- championship, Juziuk was autoing and enjoyable things in life are matically named to the National
those that ·are unexpected. This Team.
was exactly what occurred to
This honor allows Juziuk to
Karyn Juziuk, a member of the . train with the Olympic Team in
Xavier rifle team, when she won Colorado Springs, Colo., this sumthe individual smallbore national . mer. Shemaythenhavethechance
title.
to participate in international comJuziuk. was not favored to petitions.
Juziuk, ajunior, was named
win the smallbore title heading
into nationals but defeated Jeff to the All-American First Team
Coor from Wyoming by two points the past two years for _air rifle.
· to w_in the tit!~. With the national With her accomplishments this

-Matt Madges

:...Pete Holtermann

year, she was named to the AIIAmerican First Team for_ both air
rifle and smallbore.
"It was definitely a very successful season,"' said Juziuk.
"However, what would make it ·
more successful would be for the .
team to join me at nationals also.
. "I am really looking forward to next year and I hope that
we justcontinue our drive toward
success," said Juziuk.
-Matt Madges

Jennifer Phillips averaged was needed to repair the defect, contest and just seconds later
10.2 points and 5.1 rebounds and on Sept. 24 Phillips under- scored her first collegiate points.
Phillips finished her. first
· against A-10 qpponents for the went the operation which· 1asted
game with .10 points and 12 rewomeri' s basketball team this past an hour and 40 minutes.
season. Somemightquestionhow
Following her hospital stay, bounds, a hint of what she would·
· intriguing these numbers are, but Phillips could do nothing but walk bring to the team for the rest of the
considering that on Sept. 24 · for the next two months to regain season.
Following the team's run to
Phillips was undergoing heart sur- her athleticism. While the rest of
gery and about three months later the team practiced in Schmidt the A-10 semifinals and a bid to
was playing basketball, she is in- Fieldhouse, Phillips would· walk the Women's National Invitation
triguing to say the least.
around the edge of the court.
· Tournament, Phillips was named
On Sept. 19, a routine heart ·
With 11 minutes left in the to the A-10 All-Rookie team for
examination revealed a slight de- first half of a Dec. 20 home game, her exceptional play.
fect in Phillip's heart. Surgery Phillips entered her first collegiate
-Matt Madges
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"I go to school and I write exams; if I pass, if lfail, if ldrop~out does anyone give a
damn?"
-.-BarenakedLadies,."Good Boy"·

Mother's Day tip·
Sunday.May 10, from 1-2:30 p.m. there will be a Mother's Day
brunch and concert at the Taft Museum.
Treat your mother or yourself to an elegant champagne brunch on
the beautiful, tented terrace overlooking the garden while Kathryn
Robertson performs a violin recital.
Cost for brunch is $19.95 per person; all-inclusive and advance
paid reservation is required by Wednesday, May 6. Admission to the
concert is free with seating available on a first come, first serve basis.

In the Know··
The Know Tribe, a group of Xavier actors and actresses, will hold
an encore performance of "The Children's Tour" on May 30 at 1 p.m ..
at the Main Public Library, 800 Vine Street. .
The performance is free to the public.

·Raining on· our parade
Mu~ic

more impressive than STYUKA turnout

LAUREN MOSKO
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Everyone has heard the old
saying, "Theshowmusigoon,"and
STYUKA '98 was no exception.
Despite fickle rains.and an embarrassingtumout,Xavierhosted
~~~~~~

smooth, even flow. They showThe band remained positive
cased both original efforts and an even though the turnout was paold-school medley of songs from · thetic, joking around with the fist·ful of students present and pouring
many of the founders of hip~hop.
Around 7:15 p.m., Dovetail beer on. the stage to the cry of,
Joint, an Aware label band from "C'mon ... it's college!"
Chicago•. took the reins. At this
Keep your eyes and ears
ope11 for Dovetail Joint over
~~~~.~

plied the ·energy and enthusiasmthatmoststudentslacked.
At 4:30 p.m., Ray's
Music Exchange, a group of
jazz/funk artists from the Cin_..
cinnati Conservatory of Music,kickedoffthisyear'scharity carnival in the rain. Featured in this set were bongos, .
ScottMitchell Putesky, formerly known as ."Daisy.Berkowitz"·
rhythm,' le~d: and bass guk
from the band Marilyn Manson, hasjoined Riskrecords recording
tars,:. drunis; . saxophone, .
artist Jack Off Jill.
. ·.
. :
. ·
·..
. '" . · ·
· trump.et and keyboard; Need~ ·
soundti'ackPutesky, recently the creator of Three Ton
· less to say,' this combination·
oriented solo project, will be replacing Hoho Spade on guitar.
of fools produced an inst:rU~
The band is already rehearsing and expectto beon tour in late
men tal .arrangement that
May. A Jack Off Jill EP will be released early in the summer~
grooved the few early birds in '
attendance. i :: :
· (If yoµ, happened· to·

guys are sleeping giants wait-.
ing to shake. the musical
beanstalk ..
Finishing up the night
· was another A ware label band
from East Lansing, Mich., 19
Wheels., By 9 p.m., the die
hard music junkies were all
that was left of STYUKA~
. alFtents were, gone' and the
,•fenced::.in \alcohol fountain
was tunriingdry:· ..
·
The ·band appeared to
be having a lot of fun them. selves, and the crowd was
responsive. ··Students gath· ered ar_oi.md the stage to feel
the rhythin·of:heavy guitar
hearUiem·a~diwouldHike:to'
.
;~and';heatt:~tegulating drums
.; :1 ;,; f\JEW,SWIRE-BHOTQ ~Y~J'.\C!(IE:~LASER • •.(which cbu}d.be heard all the .
se'e them again; they will be ,; ; , ::, ·
playing.atRipley~ son May 7.) ·
Chuck Gladfelter of DovetaiiJoint · ... , way: .to Marion Ave.) and to
·. Next u.p·w.as Trifecta, a' r.:. ·:
keep warm' b.y't
· he stagel'1ght.
, ,
. , ..
.
·
Th.e1'.§onteinporary Dance Theater proudly prese'.rits "Robert
rapgroupcomposedofthreeXavier
'
.
powt,-there
was
almost
no
one
by·
This
was
the
most
enthusiastic the
Post-A'Oh'e Man Show," on May .1 and 2 at &:3ffp:m. in; the iarsonwa5
·
the
stage;·
All
that
can
be
saidis
that
.~ crowd ..had looked all night,- offerstudents:
Fortunately.i
the
rain
Kaplan Theater at the Aronoff Center
the Aris.
·· · ·
. slowingdowii.,-butTrifectaand.the· Xavier missed a great band.
ing premonitions of what the sumPost blends sound effects, props; sets, flawless comic timing and
growing crowd of Muskies were
Dovetail Joint had a natural.. mer nights will.soon.hold ..·.
naturalistic acting· with his trademark physical style of~'body graph· just ,getting ·warmed up. P~9ple stage presence,· and the music was
A~ 9,;30 p.m. rol!.ecJ around,
ics'':--his arins.";hand~. ,and elastic body ~ansform ·~i;t!<?:.,c:qpstantly .
movedclosertothestage,
arid
thOse··
·
simp,ly-.:good:
I!(JAeEit~.d
·,.}.to'
.
:.
the
.
warfil·~low;.9f,mu.sic,
brother<' •·.·.·... . . . · · ·~ ··•' '\'. >' · ·
changing imagery~ ; · :,
in
frotit'.eve~;sportedT~slllrts
)Vltb
deconstruction.of
sound
or
appear~<
hood
!Uid
'.STYUK!\';'slipped
over·
· · '• Singleticketpclce.sW:e$lS~~d'$2i.5o.·Formor~infbhnitionor ·
._.:__
__
·-·-ance;
it
was
just
solid
rock.'
n'
roll.
the
horizon
•••
and
the
ominous
es- •
logo
onthem.
the.band's
. . ' · •·': ·
to obtain tickets, please call 241-7469. ·
. Trifecta impressed the crowd ·playful one minute and emotive the sence of finals'week filled the air.
with tight, steady beats and a next.

Manson loses
guitarist

Gate;:a

for

L

:-·~--

In Stores
The following will hit the shelves May 5.:
ALL, Mass Nerder (Epitaph) ... Tori Amos, From the Choirgirl
Hotel (Atlantic) ... Jay Z, Streets ls Watching [soundtrack] (Roe-a~
fella/Mercury) ... The Jesus Lizard, Blue (Capitol) ... Liquid Soul,
Make Some Noise (Ark 21) ... Lords of Acid, Pussy Remixes [EP;
explicit and censored cover art versions] (Antler Subway) ... Roy
·
Rogers, Pleasure & Pain (Virgin) ...
·
... all dates are tentative.

Concerts A Go .Go
TONIGHT
Less Than Jake
w/Kemuri, MU330
and Mustard Plug
@Bogart's

Saturday, May 2
ZAXXON
W/Candy Afterlife and
Helen & Jeremy
@Sudsy Malone's

Thursday, April 30
Elton John
@the Crown

Friday, May 8
Bio Ritmo, Fuel,
Gov'tMule,
Kenny Wayne Shepherd
and Todd Snider & The
Nervous WreckS
@ Jammin' on Main

Wednesday, May 6
Fugazi
@Bogart's

·'.
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Public Enemy
. Qrely-with relationships as viewed
a Zoot Suit with a "kitten in his
"He Got Game"
and experienced by lead singer Mark
hand."
[soundtrack]
!tis no secretthat Calloway is
Kano.
(Def Jam)
· amajorinfluenceofthebands. Their
· This is evident in such'sorigs
as "Flat Tire," when he bellows out ·
·remake of the Calloway c'Iassjc
·"You better slow down/They're
"MinnietheMoocher"providesthe
With a fervor missing since
. draggin' your name all over this
classic style of the swing great, yet their 1991 release, Apocalypse 91:
town ... /There's some things that .
adds a modern feel. Other influ~ The Enemy Strikes Black, Public
you can't deny/That you were alences include the sounds of Louis Enemy. provides listeners with the
ways on the run with some other.
Armstrong, Count Basie and Glenn combination of slamming beat1> and
·guy." .
Miller.
·
politically charged rhymes that
While this newly released ai- made them one of the most influen~
On . "Unnoticed," Kano• s
search for acceptance is evident "It
Big Bad Voodo.o Daddy
bum is gaining recognition and air- tial hip-hop acts of the '80s, on their
Anthenaeum
makes me feel unnoticed/Like I was
B ig Bad v:oodoo D addy
play, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy has new disc, "He Got_Game."
Radiance
never there/But I'd give all my life
(Coolsville)
beeri around since 1989. Though
The soundtrack to the Spike
(Atlantic)
savings/To know you ever cared."
the. band has eight members, origi- Lee movie of the same name, "He
The towering and dominant
nally it consisted 9f three members Got Game" centers arounci)ssues
Pop-rock is pop-rock, "Unnoticed" is quickly followed by
Some people may think class and played just about ariy kind of close to the world of sports.
right? Wrong. Try the. Greens- the rock ballad "No One." This and style have been eliminated in music. Thankfully, five members
In "Politics of the Sneaker
boro, N.C., based quartet Ath-. track has a bit of a power edge to it our generation, but I'm here to tell have..since joined and provided the Pimps," rapper Chuck D provides
while maintaining the sincer~ty of you they are alive and well and rock/swing/lounge sound we know perspectives such as, "200 a pair/
enaeum on for size.
available at your l<:Jcal music store. . today.
Butl'maddicted to the gear/They'll
These up and coming roe.I<: Kano's lyrics.
Other highlights include the That's right, hepcats beware, Big
While other bands attempt to. make me dothings on the court to .
stars have surely hit gold with
their Atlantic Records debut . poetic "Anyone," theintrospective Bad Voodoo Daddyis'on the loose stay with a ~pecific style, Big Bad. amaze 'ya/I heard they make 'em
Radianc~. The pop rock combo "Away" and another power ballad with music that will have your feet Vo,odoo Daddymanages to holdits for a buck eight in Asia."
that floats froin the depths of "Different Situati6n~"
tapping, hearts racing and souls lost classic swing flavor when adding
But the real artwork of the
Radianceoverflowswithhigh in the '40s.
rockorLatin~mericanbeats. They album is when Public Enemy gets
-Athenaeum's. musical soul is
pure and refreshing.
quality music while begging for atWith the release of their self- are quite possibly the true chame- down to do what they do bestLeading off the 12 track · tention with pressing lyrics and a titled album, this swing. sensation leons of swing· as illustrated in produce pure, funky hip-hop. The
disc is the band's first single, mindfiil presence that entraps lis- ·uses classic lounge sounds to rein- "Mambo Swing" and "You and Me energetic. "Unstoppable," which
"What J Didn't Know." 1'.he teners.
vent swirig music- which satisfies andA Bottle Makes Three.".
features KRS-One, ignites the· steirresistible track is plenty catchy
Aided by the efforts of pro- the pickiest of music critics.
Morris' vocals are thick, reo from its first beat with its fierce
withoufthe overbearing hooks ducer/engineer Gavin MacKillop
With such songs as "Mr: Pin~ sweet and seductive, like honey. loop and booming bass line.
of most radio-ready pop:tunes. · ·(Toad•,~he Wet Sprocket;. the · stripe Suit" and "Minnie. ~the Add to this a couple of trumpets, a
The track. with obvious hit
It. also sets a proper tone for the Re~brants),and mixedbyJack: Jo~ Moocher~'.' this alb uni·. presents:_ a · · bass ariddrums, and you have a sure · appeal is the title track that samples ·
restofthealbum's bracing·lyrics sepiiP.uigTronic; the Verve Pipe), vi_rtual bigb~ndinyourJivingroom.. success. So, dust off your Buffalo Springfield's "ForWhatlt's
Scotty. Morris provides .,the wingtippedshoesandZootSuit and "Worth."
and instrumentation. . .. . .. . A.!h~fi~i4.m:ih~;presented the ears
1
• • ,,. '.·.· .1 · Tbe:momentumcreatedby. '=of-th&'musie"World with-what'.wilf.· ---voca1s for !'Mr.1 Pinstripe ,Suit,".in.
qead out for a Marti!li because the , ·: .. , , '.,True fan§:ofhip-hop will find,
. the lead track carries right into·. sutelybe·corisideredorieofth~best which be croons 'about a smooth. "Kings of Swing" are ripping :~ tiie"aii:ni~ much needed escape'
·
..character who ump.isfakably re:. through the age of melancholy mu.:. frorirthe current state ofrap.
the equally· ear. catchi1,1g; pop . albums ofl998.
crooner "Flat Tire.;' . .
_.;__Tom,DeCone
-Steve Smith sembles the swing .. great Cab .· ~ic. And remember "It don'_t mean
.. ,
. Thi~ albumfindsj_tslyri·
··
· Calloway.'JustCios~your~yesanci athing,ifitaiil~tgotthats.wing."
·, G,u,estWtiter
.. Diversions Alumni.is_
·
cal comporients;b_y.,dealing en·you can envision thisdebonairin~r1,
-LynnShqncihan
1
lurking around in anailey wearing
Diversions Writer

a·
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NBA star:Ray Allen tries his hand at the silver screen and
succeeds, Washington holds strong
·Shuttlesworth.- . Shuttlesworth is .reconcilingwithJesus~nd~oioong
... the rmmbercmefilgh scroolrecruit ... ~m· into accepting.B~g Stiite'{:of··
.· · . ·
in the country who has to reach a fer.
_Acclaimed director Spike decision on either attending college
The film deals with .issues
Lee is no stranger to the game-of or entering the NBA draft.
concerningtherelationshipbe~ween
· The film beg~ns the week _be- Jesus and his father and the prob-· · .
basketball.· Each NBAseason ·
Lee can be f<;mnd in. his usual fore the deadfine of Jesus'. an- lemsJesus faces as a young basket- .
·
courtside seats at New York nc:mncement. After. experiencing ball player.
Jesusis exposed to a number
City's Madison Square Garden the death of his illother as a young
cheering his beloved New York boy and with his father now in jail, of tough issues as a basketball
Knicks. Lee combines his pas- Je.sus finds himself all alone when player. Today, basketball is not just .
sion for basketball with his her- trying to make the most important a sport, but a multi-billion dollar a
alded vision as a director in his decision of his life. · '
year business. For Jesus, basketball
Jesus'
father,
Jake . is his ticket out of the Coney Island
new film, "He Got Game."
"He Got Game" is no dif- Shuttlesworth(DenzelWashington) housing projects for him and his
.· ferent than Lee's previous films is a prisoner who becomes tempo- sister.
·
·
FILE PHOTO
("Do The Right Thing," "Jungle rarily paroled by the governor with
As Jesus tries to decide on
Fever") in which he takes popu- the promise. of a commuted sen- either an early NBA career or a,
Denz'el Washington (left) and Ray Allen have a father-son talk. ·
lar social issues and examines tence. .
. college scholarship, he faces many
The film seems to drag in a and believable performances as fatheir effects upon individuals and· . ·
·Jake must persuade )lis son to. pressures from.family and friends.
their families.
attendBigState, thegovernor'salma Everybody tries to latch on to him, few areas, but overall is a very com- ther and son. The most moving
In "He Got Game," direc- mater, whileunderthewatchfuleyes from ·his relatives and agents, to pelling drama combining today's scenes in the movie involve the two
tor-writer-producer Lee depicts of two. parole agents (Jim Brown college coaches and reps from the exciting world of basketball with as they try to cQme to a mutual
the tough relationship of Jesus and understanding of one another.
NBA.
a young, . talented basketball and Joe Taylor).
"He Got Game" tackles a
player who is coping with the
Jake has been absent from·
The primary focus of the Jake. The film is sparked by a
effects his extraordinary skills Jesus' life for over six,years while movie, however, falls on Jesus and number of NBA cameos and an numberoftoday's basketball issues
have on his family and friends. _ serving a 15-year sentence for kill" Jake's reconciliation oftheif differ- · electrifying soundtrack from Pub- in an entertaining and sometimes
· eye-opening manner that I think is
The NBA Milwaukee ing his wife.
., ences and the new understanding , lie Enemy.
Washington and first-time ac- definitely worth seeing.
~ucks superstar Ray Allen stars .:., ... _ AsJ iike unexpectedly returns and respect they gain for one antor, Allen, both deliver powerful
in his acting debut as Jesus home, he is faced with the task of other.

Talking with Torraye Braggs

Nicllragua ·Selllester.

·CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
itself. He has done a lot
. theywerealsomeetirigpeoplewho
for himself and for his
make the decisions for the counNewswire: It seemed that you team. If I could help lead
The weather, howev~r. did try.
have been developing an outside my team to the playoffs
not make the biggest impression
"What stands out to me is
shot over the past year, what else do that would speak largely
on the travelers.
the different way we gotto know
you need to work on to play in the about me.
"We experienced a whole people in the country. We met the
Newswire: How
NBA?
range_ofthings," said junior Katie first lady and the vice ininister of
Braggs; I have had an out- much did your perforBergman. "It was challenging, education, but we also met workside shot, I just didn't shoot it. I mance in the camps imexciting, fun and sad," she said:
ing families and children. We got
didn't expose the confidence that I prove your stock for the
The extremes especially to know the country from many
had in the shot to my capability. NBA?
made an impression on her. A · angles,".Mantero said.
Braggs: I think it
There is still a lot that I need to work
·· The students also traveled
really fancy hotel neighbors the .
on. I have to work on my whole has just made more people
poorest people.
through· Cengame overall: my strength, J:l?.Y en- aware. We had a real talLikewi se, the
tral ·America.
durance and my legs and hands need ented team so no one was
hopelessness of "We experienced a .
Am9ng _t h e ·
to be stronger. It's like I have to focused on a lot. They
the situation whole range of things.
many places
start ·over or start fresh. This is a (NBA scouts) knew about
· contrasted with /t was challenging,
they visitc;!_d
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY STEVE SMITH
whole new level. I am going to try everybody on the team, but
the hopefulness
,
were Costa
Braggs goes up for a rim-rattling dunk.
·exciting, fun and sad. '
. to better myself as a person first and they didn't really concenof the people.
Rica, Corn lsas an athlete second. If I stick trate on anyone because no one re-· there and show them what I could
S 0 p ho --Katie Bergman
Jands,J>anama
around for a while so be it. If I ally out-shined anyone else. I think do and came out with the highest
Junior
and the Atlanmore Cameron
don't,] have a great degree and I it opened their eyes and they were award possible.
Cox
was · - - - - - - - - - - - tic and Pacific
Newswire: If you could pick
had my chance. I could say to like"Whoa, whathavewegot_!1.ere?"
coasts. They
touched
by
myself that I made it there and it They just got to see my overall any NBA team you could play for,
traveled.
together
and
sometlrnes
"how caring the people ar~ down
was ·my· dream to play there. I skills in a different setting. In the who would it be?
there. They have a lot of hope, with their families.
Braggs:· I would play for the
wouldn't feel shorted about any- camps I was able to get more shots
While students were excited
and they are striving for change,"
and
create
more
shots
of
my
own.
(Los
Angeles)
i..akers. That was
thing.
about returning to the United
he said.
Newswire: If you do make it my team when I was growing up
Newswire: One of the quesStudents have not only Stat~s. it was difficult to leave the
to
the
next level arid get to play in and I would love to play with them.
tions about yourfuture fo the NBA
gained a new petspecti ve on Niea- families and friends who had be-·
theNBA,isthereanyoneinparticu- It would be a dream come true to
· is what position will you play?
ragua, but their vision of the United . come so dear to them. "I've gota
Jar.you
would want to face?
givemyselfachancetowinacham-.
Braggs: It doesn't really
States has also changed. Bergman whole new family I'm going to
Braggs: I want to face all of- pionship with the team that I grew
matter. That's good actually be- ·
said, "It's good to get outside of miss, but I'm happy to be· back,"
cause they won't know how to play them. I feel like I have something to up watching. .
- your own country because some- Bergman· said. "I want to do so
I will play with whoever I get
me. I figure I can play a little bit of learn from all of them. I know I am
times th1:: best way to understand much."
going
to
take
my
lumps,
but
it
i~
my
picked
up by. I don't control any of
both (small and power forward) and
something Is to leave it."
To fully understand the ser-'
job as a man and as. an athlete to that and I don't choose to. I just
that will help me in the league.
Larkin also described an al- vice learning semester in NicaraNewswire: Xavier has had a . come back and give them their want to give myself the chance to
tered perspective. "I have a whole gua, both students and Mantero
long line of successful big men who lumps also. rwant to go·up against win. Maybe help turn around a ·
new perspective on the world," · say you must experience it for
have gone on to
very successful the best because that is the way that program. Maybe the small impact
· she said. "I can appreciate things yourself..·.Explanations are inadin the NBA; such as Tyrone Hill I will get better. I want to. face the . that I: would. make could be . the
like running-water and toilet pa- equate. The people, the food, the
(Milwaukee Bucks), Bryan Grant best all of the time because I feel difference for the team.
. per more because we couldn't take poverty and the beauty are all inNewswire: Do you have any(Portland Trailblazers), and Derek that it will bring out the best in me. .
tertwined.
them for gra11ted down there."
Newswire: Coach Prosser thing to add about the future?
Strong (Orlando Magic). Coach
A presentation on the NicaTheXavfor group saw NicaJi Braggs: · ·I just ·hope that it
Prosser said that you reminded him said that because no one member of
ragua fro~ a variety of vantage ragua service learning semester
ofBryan Gnmt with the athleticism; the team was focused on here that gcieswell. Godhasblessedmetobe.
points. Not only were they living will be given on Thursday at 3:30 .
endurance and strength. What do he had to make some calls just to get the best I can be. That's all I can ask
.' with and serving the poor, but p.m. in the OKI room.
you into the first tryout camp (Ports- for. I know that ifl play the best I
you think about this comparison?
Braggs: That's a great com- mouth Invitational) and then you go can play and do all I can do thenthe
pliment. l iook at myself as a guy· and win tI:ieMVP award. He said it sky is the limit. Ijusthave to g?out
Mike, B.J., Jackson, Bobby, Steve~ Brent, J.D.'. Jason,
who right now has nothing com- was due to ·your hard ·work anci and do it.
Barry, Mike, Jeff, Chellie, Misty, Stacy and Michelle
pared to a guy (Grant) who has $70 perseverance, is that what you think?
Watch the 1998 NBA draft
Braggs: That's just me. I am·
million. Hopefully in three years I
,/.'\~,,·:
can get the same kind of contract· just doing what I like to do. I love on Wednesday, June 24 to see which
;that he received. I would be all to play basketball. If he hadn't team will select Braggs. The entire
smiles. He was a great athlete and made those caJls I probably wouldn't Newswire staff wishes Braggs the
a great person. He is in the playoffs have gotten the opportunity. Since · best ofluck in the future and thanks
right now and that should speak for he did, I had the chance to go in for the memories.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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SLBeraard
se11·s1oraue
1020 lieleJ Place
SL Bernard, Ohio 45211.

15131 641-4112

Congratulations 922, from softoauto alcohol you've
been the best (academicsincluded, of course). It's been a long

. foul" years.that suddenly seems to fatve gone by too fast.
You;ve ~xperiencedmany. things and made many friends. All
of which has lead toJriendships and,i:Ilemories that will last a
lifetime. After.;:iJ1Jhe)1~ct.work.and play, it has become time
to be reward~Ci;with'.,th~-honor of graduation.
Congrai'tir~f(9.~\¥£Y-ou deserve it.
.
·... ,. . ,._-:~.~,:f,.· ...

5110 10110 10115
Call and ask abeut our sp1cia1s1 10120 10125 outside ·

.'

.

"Closing time/Open all ih~:doors and lei you out into the
world.. .!Closing. time!(Jne. las(~all for alcohol so finish
. your whiskey or beer..JClosing time/Time for you to go
outto the places.yo~ wili befrom.. .!Closing time/Every
new beginning_·co»fes fro_m some other begin11ing's end"
·: · · ·
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HEALTH & FITNESS

·· 20th Anniversary student special pricing!!! In
honor of our 20th Anniversary we are offering
these great student rates.
3 month summer membership=$99
6 month summer and faU membership=$1 SO
9 month, three season membership= $189
12 month membership $222

What Midtown has to offer:
Great hours (M-F 6am lOpm, S-Sn ?am - 6pm)
Cardiovasular Fitness
Group Fitness/Aerobics ·
Nordic Tracks
Concept II Rowers
Precor EFX
Schwinn Airdynes
Court Sports (Racquetball
. and Wallyball)
·
Racquetball Leagues
Racquetball Tournaments
Nationally Rank~d
Racquetball Pro Spinning
Combination Hi/Lo Step

the debut album

glee

Body Contour Classes·
. Combo/Step Classes
Step With Muscle Classes
Strength Training Classes
Cardio Boxing
Pilates
Personal Fitness Assessments
Personal Trainers
CybexVR2
Gravitron
Sauna
Lockers, Toiletries, Amenities
Snack Bar
Tanning Bed
Social Events

featuring.

''Drinking In L~A. ''.

c>flio s. IBc;:st tf~rift Sip re

VILIAGE

.

.·01SCOUNT OUTLET

Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever
The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music
•

l

'

.

Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! 'Free ··"'
Admission for the ladies inbefore 1.lpm
Every .Sunday - SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER

The home of the best' disco in town

Every FrL & Sun. $1. 00 Drinks
Now 18·& Older for all nights & events!·

ATTENTl.ON
GRADUATING
SENIORS

.....
·~··.··
....

·

...... :·:·.
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AUGUST GRADUATION
· IS RIGHT AROUND THE .·
CORNER!
. START YOUR CAREER
OFF RIGHT ...
APPLY FOR AUGUST
GRADUATION BY
FRIDAY JUNE 5, 1998
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(129 Alter_ Hall)
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The good old days offeathered hair, french-cuffed jeans and
music ·some think is the best
they've ever heard is back from
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. during the
commuters' 80s cookout on the
academic mall. Get a hot dog,
hamburger and great musk all at
once.

Time to move out. of the
dorms (you have till tomorrow at
noon)! Don't forget to pack all the
important stuff and throw out all
that other crap you kept· because
one day it might be important.
Have a great summer. Write all
your friends, or just call; the bill is
on the parental units.

Aprj/

The English club's annual
spring tea is from 3-4:30 p.m. in
the library courtyard. Alter' s lobby
is the rain site. It is not necessary
to dress up and wear white gloves.
The last International Coffee Hour of the year is in the
. Terrace Room at 3:30 p.m.
"Ardiente Paciencia" is a
provocative film which was the
inspiration for the recent film "II
Postino." It is showing in Spanish
with English subtitles in Alter B~
11 at 5 p.m. for anyone who would
like to increase their English or
Spanish vocabulary, or would like
to see the movie.
Party in the Park is back at
Yeatman' s Cove from 5:30-9 p.m.
Funkytown is playing and it's free,
except for any food and beer you
decide to purchase while you are
.there because you were too lazy to·
get anything to eat before you left.
You're excused if you are coming
from work.

Ii: lll ifj IJ!\'I
April 30
Festival of the Field at
Churchill Downs is from 11 a.m..6 p.m. Creed is the headlining
band to kick off the Kentucky
Derby. It is $2 at the gate.
Bar night. Last Thursday
of the semester. Pick a bar, go and
drink. Simple.

FOR RENT
House just renovatedll ·1-2 bedrooms available in June. Ail
furniture and appliances furnished, off-street parking, walking distance to campus. washer/
dryer, dishwasher also included.
Call 731-6474.
HELP WANTED
Looking for a summer job in a
fun and friendly atmosphere?
The ·slue Moon Saloon is now
hiring full and part-time servers
for immediate openings. Apply
in person dally 2-5 p.m. 2680
Madison Rd. in Hyde Park.
CHURCH SESSIONS
Norwood English Lutheran
Church welcomes Xavier students to our 10:30 a.m. Sunday
worship.

B.K.Before we graduate I would like
to apologizeforany rumor I might
have started about you. Good
luck in the future. Sorry,
.
B. Barker

May 7
The commuters are having
their Academic Awards Party for
a:ny commuter with a GPA of 3.3
or higher. If you qualify, be atthe
commuter info desk from noon-3
p.m. for free cake, soda and spar. kling grape juice to celebrate all of
your hard work paying off. If you
don't qualify, the Grille is across
the hall; go pay for a chicken
sandwich.

.·.FRIDAY·
May I
International Students
Society's end of the academic
year picnic is from 3-6 p.m. at the
Center for ESL.
·
Stephanie Lanter created
430 high-fired ceramic forms and
wants to share them with you in
"A Round," an intimate engagement with nature. The opening
reception is from 6-8 p.m. in the
Cohen Art Center Gallery. The
exhibit will be open until May 8.
Reggaefest is back and in
the Village gazebo from 6-10
p.m._:_ that is, ifit doesn't rain like
it does every other year. Swammp
will be performing, so imagine
you are in the Caribbean and buy a
t-shirt as a souvenir.
The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra is presenting Act I of a
three act series of the epic opera,
"Tristan und Isolde" at 8 p.m ..
This is just the beginning.

.li!i ill 1111!i'I
May 2

May 3

It is once again time for the
Kentucky Derby. Join the party
at Churchill Downs, have your
own party or head to a local track
andplaceyourbets. Ortakearoad
trip to Louisville.

The baseball team plays
LaSalle at noon_ at Hayden Field.

The baseball team will be
whacking some balls at Hayden
Field at noon. This is a perfect
study break if it is nice outside, but
the chances of that are slim, so you
should go for the sole purpose of
supporting XU' s baseball team.
Act II o( the epic opera,
"Tristan und Isolde," is at 4 p.m.
I(you don't understand it, that is
because you didn't see the beginning and you will have no idea
what the end is, unless you went to
Actl and are going to ActJII.
The conclusion. of the epic
opera, Act III of "Tristan und
Isolde," is at 8 p.m. Seeing just
this performance would be equivalent to only reading the last chapter of a novel.
Xavier's Singers Show
Choir Concert is in the University Center Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
Support the Show Choir, it's the
"in" thing to do.

Marc Cohn and Jonathan
Brooke are at Bogart's.

The Cincinnati College
Conservatory of Music presents
Christopher Zimmerman, conduc~
tor of Gustav Mahler's Sym~
phony No. 2, "The Resurrection"
in Corbett Auditorium-at 8 p.m.

Enjoy this last Friday of the
semester. Do as much as you can
because the rest of the weekend is
for studying.

Don't have too much fun
tonight. ·Tommorrow is the day
before finals start and you can't
afford to spend it in bed.

FOR RENT
Beautiful, clean 2 bdrm. apartment and· 3 bdrm. apartment
located in Norwood. We pay
utilities, coin laundry, 5+ bdrm.
apartment with A/C. All separate entrances. Call 779-0635.
THE WESTIN CINCINNATI
Become a part of Cincinnati's
hotel of choice! We are currently hiring for the following
positions: Front desk agent,
3rd Shift Room Service, Front
Desk Asst. Manager, Asst. Restaurant Mana'ger, Housekeeping Super\!isor, Reservations
Agent, Second Cook, Food
Server. We offer a competitive
salary, medical & dental insurance, and unlimited potential for
career growth. We accept applications and conduct screenings Mon.-Thurs. 9a.m.-3p.m.
in the Human Resources office.
21 E Fifth Street, Cincinnati, OH
45202. EOE.
HELP WANTED
lndµstrial Flooring ,full and parttime positions available. Clean
driving record required. Call
860-0675.

'

For anyone who is sticking
around, this is definitely a night to
let it all loose. Free yourself from
the stress of the week with an ice
cold lemonade.

The library is open till late,
so go there and study if you find
your living quarters too disturbing
to conce11trate.
Is there a midnight breakfast? There should be. Isn't it a
student's dream to have their professors, who help stress· them out
to the point that-they go looney,
serve them a nice hot breakfast?

May 4
FINALS WEEK!!! MAY
4-7. QUIET HOURS, SHHH!

'
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May 16
Congratulations, Seniors!
You finally made ,it through four
years of Xavier (or longer). You
· will be missed by your younger
friends and those taking a little
longer. Good luck with everything yoti do, and don't forget to
donate money to Xavier.

You really shouldn't be
worrying about what is going on,
because there is nothing going
on. Why?· Because it is finals
week-you know, that last week
you are in school. So lock yourself
up and crack open those books you
forgot you have and start studying; this is your last chance to
redeem yourself.

Independence Day! What a
wonderful day for a party in the
flats. 'Happy-Birthday, U.S.A.

Mays

l '''' ~August
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July 4
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Welcome back to Xavier
Remember to take all ofthe
University,
the mud pit of Cincinover-priced textbooks you only
nati.
Sorry,
you cannot park here,
opened once or twice and will never _
or
here,
or
here, or over there.
need again to the Downunder so
Enjoy
your
walk ·and hope you
you can get a fraction of w.hat you
have
another
incredible academic
originally paid back and eat dinyear.
We
missed
you!
ner for the rest of the week.

classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To
place your classified, call the
advertising manager at 7453561.

100 INSTRUCTORS/
COUNSELORS NEEDED
Coed sleepaway camp. Pocono
Mountains, Penn. Over60 land/
· water activities. Goop salary/
tips!
800-422-9842
(www.campcayuga.com)

LOVE TO TEACH
We've got the best part-time job
you'll ever have. The Princeton
Review is looking for people with
great test scores to teach upcoming LSAT and SAT courses.
if you've got high test scores, a
dynamic personality and are
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERN- . looking for a great-paying part~
HELP WANTED
time job, give us a call today: 1SHIP
Merrill Lynch is looking fer part800-2-REVIEW. TeacherlnterSeeking
street
marketing
reps
time (evenings & Saturday)
views.·begln.soon, .call now .to
in Cincinnati who love alternamarketing assistants. Call Bill
reserve a spot.
tive/rock music. 10-20hrs/wk,
791-5700.
· working directly with record
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
stores, lifestyle stores, colleges
FOR RENT
Cleveland Area. National Newsand artists. Call 1-888-733~2687
Walking distance to XU campaper Promotions, choose your
or fax resume 818-345-3017.
pus, 2 apt. available, .4 bedown schedule weekly. 9a.m:rooms each. Extra large rooms,
1p.m;,2-5p.m,, or 6-10p.m. ExHOUSE FOR RENT
all utilities furnished, equipped
cellent income $7 - $8 per hour
3639BrooksAve. ?bdrm. 2full
kitchens,. off. street ·parking,
guaranteed,$10perhourbyttie
baths, washer/dryer, security
washers/dryers .. lnciudes guest
fourth week. Casual attire, paid·
system, $1, 150 per mon. Walk
membership at Clinton Hills
weekiy; . Calf Mr. Campbell 1.:
800~274-1004orwheninCleve- ·
Swim/Raquel Club; Call 24.2~ . to Xavier. 779-4888 or 61.07332.
1567.
land (440) 845-2300.

INTERVIEW SECRETS
High paying jobs I Learn secrets
others use. Recorded message:
1-888-640-8840.
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR
MAID SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising moneyforyourstudent organization. Earn up to
$5 per Visa/Mastercard application .. The first 50 groups to
complete the fundraiser receive
free movie passes I Call for details. 1-800-932-0528 x75.
NORWOOD
Fantastic house for rent nr cam~
pus; 2 bdrms, washer/dryer; full
patio and deck, AC, dishwasher;
new kitchen, lg living room $285
per person, OPEN HOUSE 4-8
p.m. on Friday April 24 call 3512953 or 556-1098 for directions.
DEWEY'S PIZZA
Unique pizza concept located in
Oakley Square. Hiring servers
and cooks. · Please call 7317755orinterviewinperson3014
Madison Rd.
·
·-

